
Introduction 

If the first volume of Capital is the most famous and widely read, 
and if the second is the unknown one, the third is the most con-
troversial. The disputes started before it was even published, as 
Frederick Engels indicates in his Preface. They continued after 
the latter brought it out in 1894, most notably in the form of a 
critique of Marx's economic doctrines by the Austrian economist 
Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk two years later.1 They have been going 
on ever since. Hardly a year passes without some new attempt to 
refute one or other of Volume 3's main theses, or to indicate their 
alleged inconsistency with Volume l.2 

The reason for these insistent polemics is not hard to discover. 
Volume 1 concentrates on the factory, the production of surplus-
value, and the capitalists' need constantly to increase this pro-
duction. Volume 2 concentrates on the market-place and examines 
the reciprocal flows of commodities and money (purchasing power) 
which, as they realize their values, allow the economy to repro-
duce and grow (while requiring a proportional division both of 
commodities into different categories of specific use-value and of 
money flows into purchasing power for specific commodities3). 
While these volumes contain a tremendous amount of intellectual 
and moral dynamite aimed at bourgeois society and its prevailing 

1. Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, Karl Marx and the End of his System, New 
York, 1949. 

2. Some recent examples: Ian Steedman, Marx after Sraffa, London, 1977; 
Anthony Cutler, Barry Hindess, Paul Hirst and Athar Hussein, Marx's 
' Capital' and Capitalism Today, Vols. 1 and 2, London, 1977 and 1978 ; 
Leszek Kolakowski, Main Currents of Marxism, Volume 1, Oxford, 1978. 

3. The term 'money flows' is adopted, since these include, in addition to 
'revenues', money capital intended to reconstitute constant capital, to 
reconstitute variable capital (which is spent as revenue by workers, but must 
return in the form of money capital to the industrialists) and to expand both 
c and v. 



ideology - with all that these entail for human beings, and above 
all for workers - they give no precise indication of the way in 
which the system's inner contradictions prepare the ground for its 
final and inevitable downfall. 

Volume 1 shows us only that capitalism produces its own grave-
digger in the form of the modern proletariat, and that social con-
tradictions intensify inside the system. Volume 2 indicates that 
capitalism cannot achieve continuously enlarged reproduction; 
that its growth takes the form of the industrial cycle; that its 
equilibrium is only a product of constantly reappearing disequili-
bria; that periodic crises of overproduction are inevitable. But the 
precise way in which these contradictions (and many others) are 
interrelated, so that the basic laws of motion of the capitalist mode 
of production lead to explosive crises and its ultimate collapse, is 
not worked out in detail in these first volumes. They are initial 
stages in an analysis whose final aim is to explain how the system 
concretely operates - in 4 essence' as in ' appearance'. 

Such an explanation of the capitalist economy in its totality is 
precisely the object of Volume 3. However, it is not completed 
here. In the first place, Marx did not leave a finished manuscript 
of the volume, so that important sections are lacking. It is certain 
that the unfinished Part Seven, which ends with the barely initiated 
Chapter 52 on social classes, would have provided a vital link 
between the economic content of the class struggle between capital 
and labour, as developed at length in Volume 1, and its overall 
economic outcome, partially sketched in Chapters 11 and 15 of 
Volume 3.4 In the second place, Volume 3 is subtitled 'The Process 
of Capitalist Production in its Totality'. But as we already know 
from Volume 2, the totality of the capitalist system includes cir-
culation as well as production. In order to complete an examina-
tion of the capitalist system in its totality, Capital would have had 
to include supplementary volumes dealing, among other matters, 
with the world market, competition, the industrial cycle and the 
state. All this was contained in Marx's plan for Capital, and there 
is no indication that he abandoned it;5 on the contrary, there are 

4. See Marx's letter to Engels on 30 April 1868, in Marx/Engels, Selected 
Correspondence, Moscow, n.d., p. 250, where he indicates his plan for Volume 
3: ' . . . in conclusion, the class struggle, in which the movement and decom-
position of the whole mess are resolved' (translation amended). 

5. On Marx's initial plan for Capital, see Ernest Mandel, Introduction to 
Volume 1 of Capital, Pelican Marx Library, London, 1976, pp. 25-32. 



passages here which confirm that he postponed detailed examina-
tion of these problems to later volumes, alas unwritten.6 Volume 
3 provides valuable indications of how Marx would have set about 
the integration of these questions into an overall view of the capi-
talist system. But it does not contain a fully developed theory of 
the world market, of (national and international) competition, or 
especially of industrial crisis. Many of the controversies centring 
around the third volume of Capital are precisely due to the incom-
plete nature - for the reasons just indicated - of some of the 
theories contained in it. 

But the basic reason for the amplitude and duration of these 
polemics lies in the fact that Volume 3 aims to answer the question: 
'Whither capitalism?' It seeks to show that the system is intrinsi-
cally ('immanently') crisis-ridden: that neither the efforts of in-
dividual capitalists nor those of public authorities can prevent 
crises from breaking out. It seeks to show that inherent mechan-
isms, which cannot be overcome without abolishing private pro-
perty, competition, profit and commodity production (the market 
economy), must lead to a final collapse. That this judgement is 
unpalatable to capitalists and their hangers-on hardly needs em-
phasizing. That it is equally unwelcome to 'neutral' economists 
who, in spite of their claims to be value-free, in reality assume the 
permanence and preferability of commodity production and the 
market economy - as determined by human nature and corres-
ponding to the interests of mankind - can also be taken for 
granted. Finally, that it poses formidable problems for philan-
thropists and social reformers who, though sharing Marx's in-
dignation at the mass poverty and destitution provoked by the 
spontaneous workings of the system, believe that these can be 
overcome without getting rid of the system itself, has been con-
firmed repeatedly in theoretical discussions and political struggles 
within and around the labour movement since the end of the nine-
teenth century. So there are indeed compelling social reasons why 
Volume 3 should have created the furore it undoubtedly has. 

THE PLAN OF VOLUME 3 

Volume 3 is constructed with the same logical rigour as its pre-
decessors. The substantive problem which Marx seeks to elucidate 
here is not that of the origin of the two basic categories of revenue: 

6. See below, pp. 205, 298, 426, etc. 



wages and profits. That problem was solved in Volume 1. What 
he wants to show here is how specific sectors of the ruling class 
participate in the distribution of the total mass of surplus-value 
produced by productive wage-labour, and how these specific econ-
omic categories are regulated. His inquiry deals fundamentally 
with four such ruling-class groups: industrial capitalists; commer-
cial capitalists; bankers; capitalist landowners.7 Five categories of 
revenue, therefore, appear in Volume 3: wages; industrial profits; 
commercial (and banking) profits; interest; land rent. These are 
further regrouped by Marx into three basic categories: wages, 
profits and land rent. 

But in order to analyse the different parts into which the total 
mass of surplus-value is divided, a whole series of intermediate 
steps have to be taken. The rate of profit has to be distinguished -
as a separate analytical category - from the rate of surplus-value, 
and the various factors which influence that rate of profit iden-
tified. The tendency towards an equalization of the rate of profit 
between all capitals, independently of the amount of surplus-value 
produced by their 'own' variable capital, i.e. by the productive 
wage-labourers whom they productively employ, has to be dis-
covered. And from these two conceptual innovations is deduced 
the centre-piece of the entire volume: the tendency of the average 
rate of profit to decline - in the absence of countervailing ten-
dencies. Having deduced profit in general from surplus-value in 
general, Marx goes on to show how profit itself becomes divided 
into entrepreneurial profit (be it in industry, transport or trade) 
and interest, i.e. that part of surplus-value which accrues to capi-
talists who own-money capital and limit themselves to lending it 
to entrepreneurs. Finally, the total mass of surplus-value which 
is divided among all entrepreneurs and money-lenders is reduced 
by introducing the category of surplus profit (surplus-value which 
does not participate in the general movement of equalization of 
the rate of profit). The reasons why such surplus profit can arise 
are studied in detail for one special case, that of land rent. But 
Marx makes it clear, especially in Chapters 10 and 14, that land 
rent is only a special case of a more general phenomenon. There-
fore, we are justified in saying that what Part Six of Volume 3 is 

7. Capitalist landowners, as distinct from feudal and semi-feudal ones: i.e. 
landowners who limit themselves to renting out land to capitalist or indepen-
dent farmers for money income, without involving any form of feudal or semi-
feudal bondage or service. 



really all about is the more general problem of monopoly giving 
rise to surplus profit. In his theory of surplus profit, Marx antici-
pates the whole contemporary theory of monopoly prices and 
profits, while being much clearer as to their origins than are most 
of the academic economists who, throughout the twentieth cen-
tury, have been trying to elucidate the mysteries of monopoly.8 

The fundamental logic of Marx's Capital unfolds in all its 
majesty once we integrate the structure of Volume 3 into that of 
Volumes 1 and 2. The diagram on pages 14-15 gives a schematic 
representation of their overall contents and global cohesion. 

THE EQUALIZATION OF THE RATE OF PROFIT 

In Volume 1, Marx showed that surplus-value is only produced 
by living labour: from the capitalist's point of view, by that frac-
tion of capital which is spent on purchasing labour-power, and 
not by that spent on buying buildings, machinery, raw materials, 
energy, etc. For this reason, Marx called the former fraction of 
capital variable and the latter constant. It would at first seem to 
follow that the greater the proportion of capital which each in-
dustrial branch, spends on wages, the higher its rate of profit (the 
relation between the surplus-value produced and the total amount 
of capital invested, or spent in annual production). However, such 
a situation would contradict the basic logic of the capitalist mode 
of production, which consists of expansion, growth, enlarged re-
production, through a substitution of living by dead labour: 
through an increase in the organic composition of capital, with a 
growing part of total capital expenditure occurring in the form of 
expenditure for equipment, raw material and energy, as against 
expenditure for wages. This basic logic results both from capitalist 
competition (the reduction of cost price being, at least in the long 
run, a function of more and more efficient machinery, i.e. of 
technical progress which is essentially labour-saving) and from the 
class struggle (since again, in the long run, the only way in which 
the growth of capital accumulation can prevent labour shortage 
and hence a constant increase in the level of real wages, which 

8. Among academic economists dealing with monopolies and oligopolies 
from the point of view of the search for surplus profits, see for example Joe 
Bain, Barriers to New Competition, Cambridge, Mass., 1956; Paolo Sylos-
Labini, Oligopolio e progresso tecnico, Turin, 1964; Robert Dorfman, Prices 
and Markets, New York, 1967. 
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would end by sharply reducing the rate of surplus-value, is by 
accumulating a larger and larger part of capital in the form of 
fixed constant capital - i.e. substituting machinery for living 
labour). Moreover, empirical evidence overwhelmingly confirms 
that branches of production which are more labour-intensive than 
others do not normally realize a higher rate of profit. 

So the conclusion Marx draws is the following: in a fully de-
veloped and normally functioning capitalist mode of production, 
each industrial branch does not receive directly the surplus-value 
produced by the wage-labour it employs. It only receives a fraction 
of all surplus-value produced, proportional to the fraction it re-
presents of all capital expended. Surplus-value in a given bour-
geois society (country) as a whole is redistributed. This results in 
an average rate of profit more or less applicable to each branch of 
capital. Branches of production which have an organic composi-
tion of capital below the social average (i.e. which employ more 
labour, spend more variable capital, in relation to total capital 
spent) do not realize part of the surplus-value produced by 'their' 
wage-labourers. This part of surplus-value is transferred to those 
branches of industry where the organic composition of capital is 
above the social average (i.e. which spend a larger proportion of 
total capital on equipment and raw material, a smaller proportion 
on wages, than the social average). Only those branches of in-
dustry whose individual organic composition of capital is identical 
to the social average realize all the surplus-value produced by the 
wage-labour they employ, without transferring any portion of it 
to other branches or receiving any fraction of surplus-value pro-
duced in other branches. As a result, each capital receives a part 
of the total surplus-value produced by productive labour which is 
proportional to its own part in total social capital. This is the 
material basis of the common interest of all owners of capital in 
the exploitation of labour - which thereby takes the form of a 
collective class exploitation (competition between many capitals 
only deciding the way in which this total mass is redistributed 
between the capitalists). 

This process of equalization of the rate of profit raises three 
series of problems. What is its relation to the labour theory of 
value in general ? What are the concrete mechanisms which allow 
equalization of the rate of profit to occur in real life? What is the 
'technical' solution to the problem of transformation of values 
into prices of production (capital outlays, i.e. production costs, 



going into the output of each commodity + average profit multi-
plied by these outlays)? The first two problems have provoked 
relatively less controversy than the third, probably because of 
their more 'abstract' character. They are, however, of the highest 
importance for the inner cohesion of Marxist economic theory. 
Marx's treatment of them, moreover, shows his dialectical method 
at its most mature. 

Briefly, with respect to the first, Marx argues that as value in 
the last analysis is a social not an individual category, those 
branches of industry which have an organic composition of capital 
below the social average objectively waste social labour from the 
point of view of capitalist society as a whole (i.e. from the point 
of view of'equality' of commodity-owners).9 Therefore, the mar-
ket does not return to their owners all the value effectively created 
during the process of production in these branches. Inversely, those 
branches of industry which have an above-average organic com-
position of capital, i.e. an above-average social productivity of 
labour, objectively economize socially necessary labour. Their 
owners are rewarded for this by the market, which attributes to 
them a higher proportion of all surplus-value produced than 
that which is directly produced by the wage-labourers they 
employ. 

Various objections have been raised to this solution. Is produc-
tivity of labour comparable in different branches of output, inas-
much as these do not produce goods that are interchangeable? 
This difficulty can be resolved dynamically, i.e. by comparing the 
different rates of increase in productivity of labour in different 
branches of output over time. More generally, the specific organic 
composition of capital in each branch of production, which con-
stantly changes as a result of these different changes in the pro-
ductivity of labour, can be considered as a general index, a means 
Of measurement, of social productivity of labour.10 In a capitalist 
market economy, with its constant revolutions in the techniques 
of production, its constant shifts in demand from one commodity 
to another, its constant flux of capital investment from one branch 

9. See below, pp. 228-9, 893. 
10. See below, p. 318: 'This progressive decline in the variable capital in 

relation to the constant capital, and hence in relation to the total capital as 
well, is identical with the progressively rising organic composition, on 
average, of the social capital as a whole. It is just another expression for the 
progressive development of the social productivity of labour . . . ' 



to another, this assumption is both theoretically tenable and em-
pirically verifiable. 

But is there not a basic contradiction between considering all 
labour effectively expended in the process of production of each 
branch of production as value-producing, and at the same time 
explaining the transfers of value (surplus-value) between different 
branches as a function of objective waste or economy of social 
labour?111 do not believe so. What we have here, on the contrary, 
is a demonstration of the unique way in which social labour and 
private labour are combined and interrelated under capitalism, 
i.e. under generalized commodity production. 

For Marx, the problem of value as an embodiment of abstract 
human labour is not a problem of measurement, of numeraire, 
but a problem of essence.12 Each community has at its disposal a 
given total labour capacity (a total number of producers effectively 
engaged in productive labour, multiplied by the socially accepted 
average of annual work-days and daily work-hours). This poten-
tial is an objective category, in a given country and for a given 
stretch of time (for purposes of simplification, we can take the 
work-year as the basic time-framework). From it flows the total 
value produced during a year (in so far as part of this labour 
potential has not been idle, for reasons independent of its will). 
Again, this is an objective social category: the total number of 
labour-hours effectively produced in the course of the process of 
production. The category of 'socially necessary labour', which 
treats some of these labour-hours as 'wasted' and hence not ac-
counted for from a social point of view, only implies redistribution 
of value inside each branch of production, except in cases of 
monopoly.13 

If we extend the same reasoning to the economy as a whole, 
nothing changes. All labour actually expended in the process of 
production has been value-producing. It cannot be made larger or 
smaller by anything which occurs outside the actual sphere of 
production. The problem of compensation on the market for labour 
expenditure is one of distribution, not one of production. Thus it is 

11. See, for example, Joan Robinson, An Essay on Marxian Economics, 
London, 1966, pp. ix-x, 14-16. 

12. Even MauriceDobb, who should have known better, dealt with labour 
as a numeraire in Storia del Marxismo, Vol. 1, Turin, 1979, pp. 99-103. 

13. Isaac Rubin, Essays on Marx's Theory of Value, Detroit, 1972, pp. 
174-6. 



perfectly possible that actually expended private labour in a given 
branch, at the average rate of productivity of that branch, is 
socially necessary labour and has really produced value, while at 
the same time the owners of the commodities in which it is em-
bodied do not receive full compensation on the market f or all that 
embodied value, or receive a counter-value higher than the amount 
of value embodied in their commodities. 

This dialectical unity-and-contradiction between, on the one 
hand, private labour effectively expended in production and effect-
ively value-producing and, on the other hand, socially com-
pensated value is mediated through the understanding that total 
value is equal to total prices of production (i.e. represents an equal 
sum of labour-hours, or labour-weeks, or labour-years: an equal 
total labour potential). What is modified on the market, i.e. what 
the Volume 3 notions o f ' objective waste' and ' objective economy' 
of social labour represent when different branches of production 
are compared (in contrast to the notions of 'waste' and 'econ-
omy' of quantities of social labour inside each separate branch of 
industry, studied in Volume 1), is exclusively a problem of (redis-
tribution of value, not one of production of value. 

The second question regarding equalization of the rate of profit 
between different branches of industry is how this operates in 
practice. In order to understand this, we should start from the 
assumption that this equalization is always a tendency, never a 
permanent reality. If we start from the actual realization of the 
total mass of surplus-value produced in each branch of production 
by the capitalists operating in that branch, a much higher rate of 
profit will occur in those branches of production which have a 
lower organic composition of capital and spend a larger propor-
tion of capital outlays on wages than in those which have a higher 
organic composition of capital and spend a larger proportion of 
total capital outlays on equipment and raw materials. All things 
remaining equal (which means, above all, not assuming for the 
moment any changes in the distribution of total demand for 
different use-values produced by different branches of output), 
such an above-average rate of profit will attract additional capital 
in these branches. This will increase production (supply) above 
social demand, which will precipitate a decline in prices, which will 
precipitate a decline in the rate of profit. Inversely, in those 
branches of production where the average organic composition of 
capital is above-average, hence the ' initial' rate of profit below 



average, capital will be withdrawn; production will decline, till it 
falls below social demand; prices will rise; profits will rise, until 
they reach the socially average rate of profit. 

In other words, it is the flux and reflux of capital between 
different branches of production, from those with lower rates of 
profit to those with higher rates of profit, which is the driving 
force behind equalization of the rate of profit. This flux and reflux 
of capital between different branches of production is indeed the 
main way in which capital accumulation (growth) occurs in actual 
life, i.e. as an uneven process, all branches never growing at exactly 
the same rhythm and over the same span of time. Equalization of 
the rates of profit indeed presupposes their relative inequality. It 
is a process which constantly realizes itself by negating itself. Any-
body who studies the real history of capitalist branches of industry, 
mining and transport may easily confirm this view. 

This uneven process does not necessarily presuppose that it 
starts with great unevenness in the rates of profit between various 
branches, nor that higher rates of profit each time coincide with 
greater labour intensity in given branches of industry. Indeed, it 
would be sufficient to assume a single initial situation of that kind 
to make the process perfectly logical and coherent with the given 
analysis.14 In fact, very early in the history of modern industrial 
capitalism, the average rate of profit is a known entity (bank credit 
and the stock exchange playing a not unimportant role in estab-
lishing this).15 The real process is, therefore, not so much one of 
capital flowing from branches with below-average to branches 
with above-average rates of profit. The real process is usually one 
of firms looking for surplus profits over and above the known 
average rate of profit, essentially through revolutionary innova-
tions (which might imply creating completely new branches of 
industry). The average rate of profit is constantly shaken and re-
established by the reactions which this constant revolution in the 
technique of production and the organization of labour provokes. 
Each firm trying to maximize its own rate of profit contributes, 
independently of its wishes and designs, to the tendential equaliza-
tion of the rate of profit. 

14. One could, for instance, make the case that the first capitalist firms 
engaged in canal-building, mining, etc. had a higher rate of profit than the 
initial textile mills, at the time of the industrial revolution, owing to their 
lower organic composition of capital. 

15. See below, p. 311. 



If we abandon the initial simplifying assumption of a stable 
structure of demand in a given time-span, we only have to intro-
duce additional mediations; the result remains substantially the 
same. If, in regard to branches of industry with below-average 
organic composition of capital, there is additionally an above-
average increase in social demand for their output, prices will 
decline less rapidly in spite of the infl ux of additional capital and 
the ensuing increase of production.16 But this will only attract even 
more additional capital, until equalization of the rate of profit 
finally occurs. Inversely (and this occurs more often), if branches 
of industry with below-average organic composition are relatively 
' older' branches suffering from relative decline of total demand, 
the influx of additional capital and the ensuing increase of output 
will lead more rapidly to a decline of prices and profits, and to the 
final equalization of the rate of profit. It is not necessary to repeat, 
for those branches which witness an outflow of capital because of 
initially lower rates of profit, the reasoning for the combination 
of fluctuations in final demand with the process of equalization of 
the rate of profit. It is an obvious counterpart of the analysis just 
developed. 

It is the third category of problems raised by the equalization of 
the rates of profit between different branches of production which 
has provoked most argument: that concerning the 'technical' 
problem of the transformation of values into prices of production 
for each specific commodity (or group of commodities), i.e. the 
problem of how one can ' technically' prove the operation of the 
law of value under conditions of competition of capitals between 
different branches of output. This can be divided into two main 
bodies of argument, which I shall refer to as the feedback con-
troversy and the monetary confusion. 

TRANSFORMATION PROBLEM: THE FEEDBACK 
CONTROVERSY 

The feedback controversy arises from the fact that, in the way in 
which Marx solves the transformation of values into prices of 

16. Marx makes an additional point about the relative weight of firms 
operating at above-average, average and below-average levels of productivity 
in each branch of industry. This can lead to situations in which, temporarily, 
it is not the average level of productivity which determines the value of the 
commodity. But competition will rapidly do away with such situations, in 
the absence of structural scarcity or monopoly. 
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production in Chapter 9 of Volume 3, apparently only the values 
of currently produced commodities (outputs) are being ' trans-
formed' and not the values o f ' input-commodities'. Ever since the 
Prussian statistician Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz first raised this 
objection,17 a constant stream of authors - some claiming to be 
Marxists, others obviously adhering to other economic doctrines 
or at any rate other theories of value - have repeated this assertion 
about a basic flaw in Marx's reasoning.18 

This 'flaw' seems, at first sight, all the more evident in that 
Marx himself appeared to be aware of it. Again and again, the 
following passage from Chapter 9 has been quoted: 'The develop-
ment given above also involves a modification in the determina-
tion of a commodity's cost price. It was originally assumed that 
the cost price of a commodity equalled the value of the com-
modities consumed in its production. But for the buyer of a 
commodity, it is the price of production that constitutes its cost 
price, and can thus enter into forming the price of another com-
modity. As the price of production of a commodity can diverge 
from its value, so the cost price of a commodity, in which the price 
of production of other commodities is involved, can also stand 
above or below the portion of its total value that is formed by the 
value of the means of production going into it. It is necessary to 
bear in mind this modified significance of the cost price, and there-
fore to bear in mind too that if the cost price of a commodity is 
equated with the value of the means of production used up in 
producing it, it is always possible to go wrong.'19 

However, this quotation from Marx should not be made to say 
more than it does. It says only that if one uses value calculations in 
inputs and prices-of-production calculations in outputs, then one is 
likely to arrive at numerically erroneous conclusions. This is 
rather obvious, since the whole analysis precisely concerns the 
deviation of prices of production from values. But the extract 

17. See Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz, 'Value and Price in the Marxian 
System', International Economic Papers, 1952. 

18. It is impossible to give a full list of these authors. The most important 
sources are quoted in footnote 22 below. Three works less well known in the 
English-speaking world may be mentioned here: Gilbert Abraham-Frois and 
Edmond.Berrebi, Theorie de la valeur, des prix et de Vaccumulation, Paris, 
1976; G. C. von Weiszacker, 'Notizen zur Marx'schen Wertlehre', in Nut-
zinger and Wolfstetter, Die Marx,sche Theorie und ihre Kritik, Frankfurt, 
1974; Gilles Dostaler, Valeur et prix,histoire d'un debat, Paris, 1978. 

19. See below, pp. 264-5. 



cited does not imply that prices of production of inputs should be 
calculated within the same time-span as prices of production of 
outputs. Such an interpretation is even explicitly rejected in a 
passage which immediately follows that quoted by von Bort-
kiewicz and so many others: ' Our present investigation does not 
require us to go into further detail on this point. It still remains 
correct that the cost price of commodities is always smaller than 
their value. For even if a commodity's cost price may diverge from 
the value of the means of production consumed in it, this error in 
the past is a matter of indifference to the capitalist. The cost price 
of the commodity is a given precondition, independent of his, the 
capitalist's, production, while the result of his production is a 
commodity that contains surplus-value, and therefore an excess 
value over and above its cost price'20 (my italics). 

And even more clearly: 'For all the great changes that con-
stantly occur in the actual rates of profit in particular spheres of 
production (as we shall later show), a genuine change in the general 
rate of profit, one not simply brought about by exceptional econ-
omic events, is the final outcome of a whole series of protracted 
oscillations, which require a good deal of time before they are 
consolidated and balanced out to produce a change in the general 
rate. In all periods shorter than this, therefore, and even then leav-
ing aside fluctuations in market prices, a change in prices of 
production is always to be explained prima facie by an actual 
change in commodity values, i.e. by a change in the total sum of 
labour-time needed to produce the commodities'21 (my italics). 

In other words, inputs in current cycles of production are data, 
which are given at the start of that cycle, and do not have a feed-
back effect on the equalization of the rates of profit in various 
branches of production during that cycle. It is sufficient to assume 
that they are likewise calculated in prices of production and not in 
values, but that these prices of production result from equalization 
of rates of profit during the previous cycle of production, for any 
inconsistency to disappear. 

Such an assumption eliminates the logical inconsistency of 
which von Bortkiewicz and his followers accuse Marx, between 
supposedly calculating inputs in the form of values and outputs in 
the form of prices of production. But is it compatible with what 

20. See below, p. 265. 
21. See below, p. 266. 



we know about the actual operation of capital movements in a 
given time-span (a year, for example)? Could it not, for instance, 
be argued that raw-material prices fluctuate constantly, changing 
many times during one year: hence one may assume that, where 
this is the case, feedback effects do indeed occur; and that the final 
equalization of the rate of profit is not only a function of redistri-
bution of surplus-value between branches of production whose 
commodities can be considered only as industrial outputs, but 
should include, at least with regard to raw materials, part of the 
inputs as participating in the current (annual) redistribution of 
surplus-value between various branches? 

This objection, however, is not a valid one. I repeat, prices of 
production of raw materials, like all other inputs bought by 
capitalists currently occupied in production, are unchangeable 
data. They cannot vary through ups or downs of current production 
of surplus-value, or current changes in the organic composition 
of capital occurring during a given year. The capitalists have to 
pay a given price for them, which does not change a posteriori as 
a function of what is occurring during a given year in the field of 
final surplus-value redistribution. They are results of the equaliza-
tion of the rate of profit which occurred during the previous 
period. Even if one were to assume that capitalists buy their raw 
materials currently and not only at the beginning of the year, and 
even if one were to eliminate all existing stocks of previously pro-
duced raw materials to explain the origin of these current pur-
chases, the argument would still hold. 

The formation of prices of production, i.e. the calculation of the 
average rate of profit, is not a constantly moving process. It is 
linked to the overall realization of surplus-value of all (most) of 
the commodities currently produced. That is why a minimum 
time-span must be assumed before one may speak of a new average 
rate of profit replacing a previous one. Even the assumption of 
such an annual change is probably an exaggeration, rather than 
an underestimate. Therefore, one has to assume that currently 
purchased raw materials on a quarterly or even monthly basis do 
not fundamentally change the prices of production (average rate 
of profit), as resulting from the capital movements which had 
occurred during the previous year. One should, of course, not 
confuse the formation of prices of production - which result from 
a redistribution of the total surplus-value produced for society as 
a whole - with current fluctuations of market prices, which Marx 



explicitly excludes from the study of prices of production, as is 
clearly stated in the passage cited above. 

The reason for this relative rigidity of prices of production (of 
average rates of profit in a given country) is linked to the very 
nature of the processes of which the equalization of rates of profit 
is a result: the determination of the total mass of surplus-value 
(surplus labour) produced; and the fluxes and refluxes of capital 
(large-scale capital movements) between various branches of pro-
duction, determining changes and differences in the organic com-
position of capital both of productive sectors as a whole and of 
each productive sector taken separately. It is clear that such 
overall social movements cannot vary from quarter to quarter, let 
alone from month to month. The relative indivisibility of fixed 
capital alone is a formidable obstacle to such broad movements 
under advanced capitalist conditions, except in the case of radical 
devalorization of capital under conditions of severe crisis. There-
fore, not only is Marx theoretically consistent when he assumes 
prices of production of inputs resulting from equalization move-
ments in different time-spans (during different years) from prices 
of production of outputs. This also corresponds much more closely 
to the real, empirically verifiable operation of the capitalist system 
as we know it than does the opposite assumption of von Bortkiewicz 
and his followers. 

Numerous attempts have been made both to extend von Bort-
kiewicz's critique of Marx's solution to the transformation prob-
lem, and to provide an alternative solution to that proposed by 
von Bortkiewicz himself. J. Winternitz sought to formulate one in 
which total prices of production would still equal total value. 
More recently, Anwar Shaikh has proposed yet another solution, 
using the 'iterative method' rather than that of simultaneous 
equations.22 However, mathematical models cannot, in and of 

22. J. Winternitz, 'Values and Prices: A Solution of the So-Called "Trans-
formation Problem" in The Economic Journal, June 1948; F. Seton, 'The 
"Transformation Problem" in Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 24, 1957, 
C. C. von Weiszacker and Paul Samuelson, 'A New Labor Theory of Value 
for Rational Planning, through Use of the Bourgeois Profit Rate', in Pro-
ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A., Vol. 68, No. 6, June 
1971; A Medio, 'Profit and Surplus-Value: Appearance and Reality in 
Capitalist Production', in E K. Hunt and Jesse Schwartz (eds.), A Critique 
of Economic Theory, London, 1972; Elmar Wolfstetter, 'Surplus Labour, 
Synchronized Labour Costs and Marx's Labour Theory of Value', m The 
Economic Journal, Vol. 83, September 1973; Anwar Shaikh, 'Marx's Theory 



themselves,' solve' theoretical problems. They can only formalize 
interrelations previously understood as such, whose nature and 
implications have to be grasped before a meaningful formalization 
can take place. Unfortunately, many authors of such models 
operate by silently assuming correlations which have not been 
previously proved or empirically tested. Their equations lead to 
conclusions which are, of course, mathematically consistent, but 
may nevertheless be theoretically wrong: i.e. which do not cor-
respond to a meaningful representation of the problem supposedly 
to be solved. 

In the 'Okishio theorem', for instance, the author puts fixed 
capital between brackets altogether, in order to arrive at con-
clusions regarding the trend of the rate of profit. But if one 
postulates that precisely the growth of fixed capital is one of the 
main - if not the main - determinant of the tendency of the rate of 
profit to decline, then this theorem does not prove anything.23 

Similarly, in the von Bortkiewicz 'solution' of the transformation 
problem (accepted by Paul Sweezy, Piero Sraffa, F. Seton and 
many others), besides uniform profits for all products (not all 
branches of industry or even firms, which is quite another story), 
it is assumed that only those equations are needed for a solution 
which involve commodities entering into the production of other 
commodities. It is logical that, under these circumstances, the 
organic composition of department III (whose commodities do 
not enter the reproduction process) does not influence the average 
rate of profit.24 But this tells us nothing either about department 
III in Marx's analysis, where such a distinction is explicitly ex-
cluded, or especially about what happens in the really functioning 
capitalist economy, i.e. in real life. To say that the organic com-

of Value and the "Transformation Problem" ', in Jesse Schwartz (ed.), The 
Subtle Anatomy of Capitalism, Santa Monica, 1977; Ira Gerstein, 'Pro-
duction, Circulation and Value', in Economy and Society, Vol. 5, 1976; etc. 
A good summary of the bibliography on the subject is included in Carlo 
Benetti, Claude Berthomieu and Jean Cartelier, Economie classique, economie 
vulgaire, Paris, 1975. 

23. N. Okishio, 'Technical Changes and the Rate of Profit', in Kobe 
University Economic Review, Wo). 7, 1961, pp. 85-90; N. Okishio, 'A Mathe-
matical Note on Marxian Theorems', in Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Vol. 91 
(1963 II), pp. 287-99. 

24.1 owe this observation to Emmanuel Farjoun, of the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem. 



position of the armaments industry, including its size, is im-
material to the real rate of profit of a real capitalist economy is 
quite untenable - especially if one takes a look at the size of that 
department in, say, 1943 in Germany or 1944 in the U.S.A. 

TRANSFORMATION PROBLEM: THE MONETARY CONFUSION 

A second line of attack on Marx's solution of the transformation 
problem has involved a confusion between prices of production 
and market prices, and more generally the introduction into the 
problem of questions concerning the expression of values as prices, 
i.e. money. Sweezy, in particular, has been guilty of such a con-
fusion, in the way he has taken over von Bortkiewicz's critique.25 

Others, like Ian Steedman recently, have followed in his foot-
steps.26 

Marx himself, however, makes crystal clear that prices of pro-
duction do not concern market prices, i.e. values (or prices of 
production) expressed in money terms. The very title of Chapter 
9 specifies this, referring as it does to the transformation of values 
of commodities into prices of production. Values are quantities of 
labour, and have nothing to do with money prices as such. The 
equalization of the rate of profit between different branches of 
production occurs through the transfer of quantities of surplus-
value from one branch to another. Again, quantities of surplus-
value are quantities of labour (surplus labour) and not quantities 
of money. At the end of the last passage cited from Volume 3, 
there follows a sentence which I deliberately omitted but will now 
quote - a sentence which again eliminates all doubt as to the non-
inclusion of monetary questions in the transformation problem: 
'We are not referring here, of course, to a mere change in the 
monetary expression of these values.'27 If the problem does not 
concern changes in the monetary expression of values, it ipso facto 
does not concern changes in the monetary expression of prices of 
production either. 

In Chapter 10, immediately following that in which he gives his 
solution to the transformation problem, Marx does indeed intro-
duce market prices, and the influence of competition, etc. upon 

25. Paul Sweezy, The Theory of Capitalist Development, New York, 1942, 
pp. 117-18. 

26. Steedman, op. cit., pp. 45-7. 
27. See below, p. 266. 



them. But he there clearly and explicitly distinguishes fluctuations 
of market prices and of monetary expressions of value (prices of 
production) from fluctuations in the average rate of profit which 
determine fluctuations of prices of production.28 

Behind this confusion, there lies an insufficient understanding 
of the nature of Marx's theory of money. Marx, considers money 
(gold) as a special commodity having its own ' intrinsic' value. It is 
only for this reason that it can serve as a general equivalent for the 
exchange-value of all other commodities. It immediately follows 
that fluctuations of market prices (monetary prices, expressions of 
value in money) may always be the result of a dual movement: the 
changes in the value of a commodity and the changes in the value 
of the money-commodity, gold. Bat changes in the intrinsic value 
of the money-commodity have identical effects on the market 
prices of all other commodities, i.e. cannot change their mutual 
exchange relations (their mutual 'relative prices'). Paper money 
does not alter anything in this respect. Inflation of paper money 
only means that an increasing amount of paper dollars, paper 
pounds, etc. represents the same quantity (e.g. one ounce) of the 
money-commodity, gold. What is true for the money expression of 
value is likewise true for the money expression of prices of pro-
duction, as they concern only a redistribution of quantities of 
surplus-value between different branches of production. 

The 'inputs' in the reproduction tables could only be treated 
as inputs in really occurring capitalist production (i.e. in real life) 
if they were expressed in market prices, and not in prices of pro-
duction: for capitalists obviously buy raw materials, machines, 
buildings, etc. at market prices. So the problem would be how to 
'transform' values, not into prices of production, but into market 
prices; or, in two successive stages of transformation, values into 
prices of production and the latter into market prices. This final 
stage, of course, would have to involve real monetary problems: 
specifically, the interrelationship between the average value of 
commoc';lies and the average value of gold. What is really involved 
in this controversy is whether the 'transformation problem' con-
cerns the immediate move from essence to appearance, in other 

28. Engels explicitly envisages the case where the total sum of money 
profits - resulting from market prices - is lower than the total sum of surplus-
value produced, because in the meantime value has declined as a result of the 
rise in productivity of labour. See his letter to Conrad Schmidt of 12 March 
1895, in Selected Correspondence, op. cit., pp. 564-5. • 



words to the process of production and circulation in day-to-day 
reality, or whether - as I would strongly maintain - it is only a 
mediating link in the process of cognition, which does not yet deal 
with immediately verifiable, empirical data, i.e. market prices. 

The diagram on page 30 will help to elucidate the relations 
between Marx's various concepts of value, market value, price of 
production and market price, which are often rather confusing. 

An excellent overall critique of the von Bortkiewicz/Sraffa 
'corrections' of the way Marx deals with the relation between 
prices of production and values has been furnished by Pierre 
Salama.29 It has, among other qualities, the merit of revealing 
a series of underlying theoretical assumptions of which the 
authors themselves are not always aware. It shows that a further 
disaggregation of the von Bortkiewicz system - in other words, 
the application to von Bortkiewicz of some of the criticisms he 
himself directs at Marx (for example, it is evident that in the 
aggregate of department I, those means of production which 
are exclusively used for the production of commodities in 
department III will have a different status) - leads unavoidably 
to the elimination of all value calculations and, therefore, of 
exploitation itself from the system. I do not want to imply that 
Salama, Farjoun and others have definitively resolved all the 
difficulties raised by the 'transformation problem': there is clearly 
still room for further discussion and research. But neither have 
von Bortkiewicz, Seton and SrafFa 'definitively' proved Marx 
wrong. 

THE DECLINING RATE OF PROFIT CONTROVERSY 

From his definition of the average rate of profit as the sum total of 
surplus-value produced during the process of production divided 
by the sum total of capital, Marx derives the central 'law of 
motion' of the capitalist mode of production. Since that part of 
capital which alone leads to the production of surplus-value 
(variable capital, used to buy labour-power) tends to become a 
smaller and smaller part of total capital, because of the funda-
mentally labour-saving tendency of technical progress - the grad-
ual substitution of dead labour (machinery) for living labour - and 
because of the gradual increase of the value of raw materials in 
that of total output: since, in other words, the organic composition 

29. Pierre Salama, Sur la valeur, Paris, 1975, pp. 164 ff. 



specific commodity 

individual value 
(quantity of labour contained in 
it) 

market value 
(socially average - necessary -
quantity of labour contained in 
it) 

price of production 
(socially necessary quantity of 
labour modified by equalization 
of rates of profit between dif-
ferent branches = average costs 
of production in each branch -f-
average profit of all branches) 
\ 

money-commodity 
(gold) 

I 
individual value 

(quantity of labour contained in 
the product of each specific gold 
mine) 

I 
market value 

(quantity of labour contained in 
gold actually produced under 
the lowest conditions of produc-
tivity) 
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price of production 

(total costs of production in all 
gold mines plus average profit, 
divided by total output: there is 
obviously no 'market price' of 
gold, as this would mean the 
value of gold expressed in gold) 

' intrinsic '' market prices of commodities 
(prices of production of a given commodity expressed in 
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' fluctuating'' market prices of commodities 
(prices of production of a given commodity expressed in 
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short-term fluctuations of supply and demand, i.e. fluctuating 
around the 'axis' o f ' intrinsic' market prices, i.e. of prices of 
production, i.e. of values) 
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operation of the law of value under capitalism 

(fluctuations of 'intrinsic' market prices, other than very 
short-term ones, are determined by relative value movements -
relative increases or decreases of productivity of labour - in 
the output Of a given commodity and in the output of gold, 
mediated through deviations from the average rate of profit) 



of capital in its value expression tends to increase, there is an 
inbuilt tendency for the average rate of profit to decline in the 
capitalist system.30 

To be sure, Marx explicitly speaks about a tendency, not an 
uninterrupted linear development. He stresses that there are 
powerful countervailing forces at work under capitalism, to 
neutralize or even reverse the operation of the tendency of the 
average rate of profi t to decline. Other forces tend, at least par-
tially, to slow down the operation of this tendency. 

The most important countervailing force is the possibility for 
the capitalist system to increase the rate of surplus-value. Indeed, 
from a purely 'technical' point of view, it might appear that the 
increase in the rate of surplus-value could indefinitely compensate 
f or the increase in the organic composition of capital. If we change 
the determination of the rate of profit by dividing both the 
numerator and the denominator by v, we get the formula pr' = 

s 
In other words, the rate of profit is directly proportional to 

V 
the rate of surplus-value I and inversely proportional to the or-
ganic composition of capital c

v. If the rate of surplus*value increased 
in the same proportion as the organic composition of capital, 
the rate of profit would cease to decline. 

However, a moment's reflection will show that such a propor-
tional increase in the rate of surplus-value and the organic 
composition of capital is impossible in the long run. Theoretically, 
the organic composition of capital can rise to infinity. That is 
what it would be in fully automated production, from which living 
labour would be totally excluded.31 But the rate of surplus-value 

30. Georgios Stamatis has demonstrated exhaustively that in Chapter 13 
of Capital Volume 3, Marx already develops the law of the tendency of the 
average rate of profit to decline under conditions of an increase in the rate of 
surplus-value - an increase caused by the same forces which lead to the 
increase in the organic composition of capital. The countervailing forces 
studied in Chapter 14 concern forms of increase in the rate of surplus-value 
which are not the result of an increase in the productivity of labour in depart-
ment II, i.e. not a result of the declining value of wage-goods while real wages 
remain stable. See Die 'spezifisch kapitalistischen' Produktionsmethoden und 
der tendenzielle Fall der allgemeinen Profitrate bei Karl Marx, Berlin, 1977, 
pp. 116 ff. 

31. Already today, labour costs have gone down to less than 0.1 per cent of 
total production costs in certain petro-chemical works: see Charles Levinson, 
Capital, Inflation and the Multinationals, London, 1971, pp. 228-9. 



cannot rise to infinity. As long as living wage-labour is employed, 
no level of productivity (including that of fully automated factor-
ies) is imaginable in which workers reproduce the equivalent of all 
the consumer goods they need to reconstitute their labour-power 
in a couple of minutes' or even a couple of seconds' work. Indeed, 
the higher the existing level of productivity of labour and the 
higher the socially recognized average wage (real wage), the 
harder it becomes to increase the rate of surplus-value substanti-
ally, without seriously lowering real wages - which, besides provok-
ing a sharp social and political crisis, would create a tremendous 
problem of overproduction (for the mass of use-values, including 
in the wage-goods department, increases even more quickly than 
productivity of labour and accumulation of capital).32 

Furthermore, once we near complete automation, s - which is 
not a proportion but an absolute mass - starts to decline rapidly 
together with v, as the number of wage-earners and the total number 
of labour-hours diminish steeply. Indeed, in a fully automated 
economy, surplus-value would disappear altogether, as living-
labour inputs in the process of production would have disappeared. 
So it would be absurd to consider formally a 'rate of surplus-
value' 5, when surplus-value itself would no longer exist. 

Other countervailing forces enumerated by Marx include: the 
cheapening of elements of constant capital (both raw materials 
and machinery) which obviously, by slowing down the growth of 
°v, simultaneously slows down the decline of the rate of profit; the 
quickened turnover of capital, since the annual mass of profit is a 
function of the number of production cycles which an identical 
circulating money capital can perform (this turnover is, in turn, 
a function both of a quickened circulation process - i.e. more 
rapid transport and sale of commodities - and of a shortened 
production process, a quicker pace of production, etc.); foreign 
trade, with the outflow of capital towards countries with a lower 
organic composition of capital; and, in general, the extension of 
capital investment into hitherto non-capitalistically organized 
branches of output, where initially the organic composition of 
capital is considerably lower than in traditional industry.33 A 
lowering of real wages, by raising the rate of surplus-value over 

32. See below, pp. 339-48, and Karl Marx, Grundrisse, Pelican Marx Library, 
London, 1973, pp. 244-6. 

33. For example, many so-called 'service industries' under late capitalism. 



and above the increase which normally results from a growth of 
productivity of labour in the wage-goods industry (which is - or 
can be - accompanied by stable and even rising real wages), will 
likewise put a brake upon the decline of the rate of profit. 

Finally, Marx does not mention in Chapter 15 of Volume 3 
what he had stressed in Chapter 14: that the decline in the rate of 
surplus-value can be (and normally is) accompanied by a rise in 
the mass of surplus-value - and, therefore, in the mass of profit. 
While this is not, in and of itself, a countervailing factor with 
respect to the tendency of the rate of profit to decline, it is clearly a 
countervailing factor with respect to some of the economic 
consequences of that tendency. It is obvious that the capitalist 
class will not significantly lower its investments (let alone close up 
shop altogether) when its profits rise from $ 100 to $200 billion, just 
because these $200 billion now represent' only' a 5 instead of an 11 
per cent return on total capital. It will look for many ways to 
redress this regrettable evolution, but it will definitely not be 
overtaken by panic or despair. 

Traditionally, Marxists (and academic economists specializing 
in the theory of the industrial cycle) have considered Marx's 
theory of the tendency of the average rate of profit to decline 
within two specific - and very different - time-spans: inside the 
industrial (or business) cycle itself; and over the 'secular' time-
span of the overall historical existence of the capitalist mode of 
production (for whose capacity or otherwise for indefinite sur-
vival it is a vital question). The 'theory of collapse' (Zusammen-
bruchstheorie), which relates to the latter time-span, will be dealt 
with at the end of this Introduction. As for the correlation between 
the ups and downs of the rate of profit and the business cycle, there 
is a wide consensus today between Marxists and academic 
economists specializing in business-cycle studies.34 There remains, 
however, a third, intermediary, time-span to which hitherto too 
little attention has been paid: that of the 'long waves' of capitalist 
development, i.e. the successive periods of quicker and slower 
growth of the capitalist economy as a whole. 

There is overwhelming evidence that on at least three occasions 
- after the revolutions of 1848; around 1893; and at the beginning 
of the Second World War in the United States, at the end of the 
forties in Western Europe and Japan - there was a significant 

34. See, for example, W. C. Mitchell, Business Cycles and their Causes, 
Berkeley, 1941. 



increase in the average rate of growth of capitalist production. 
Such an increase in the rate of growth is synonymous, from a 
Marxist point of view, with a stepped-up tempo of capital accum-
ulation. And a long-term increase in the rate of capital accumula-
tion is inconceivable, within the framework of Marxist economic 
theory, without a sudden and sustained upsurge instead of 
decline in the average rate of profit. 

In order to make this real history of the capitalist mode of 
production comprehensible, against the background of Marx's 
tendency of the rate of profit to decline, we must examine the 
conditions which prevailed immediately prior to these three 
turning-points and at the start of the ' expansionary long waves'. 
In this way, we shall be able to ascertain to what extent the 
'counteracting factors' enumerated by Marx combined in a 
particular way to neutralize, or even reverse, for a longer period 
than normally occurs at a certain stage of the industrial cycle, 
the tendency of the rate of profit to decline. I have sought else-
where to demonstrate empirically that this was really the case.35 

It is not necessary to repeat that demonstration, but sufficient to 
state that such temporary neutralization of the law (which Marx 
also alludes to36) in no way contradicts its general validity. For 
the ' expansionary long waves' are regularly followed by ' depres-
sive long waves', in which the tendency of the rate of profit to 
decline manifests itself in a yet stronger and more durable way 
than it does during the normal industrial cycle. Its actions can be 
delayed by countervailing factors, but only for it to reassert itself 
with a vengeance. That, at least, is the historical evidence to date, 
and it fully confirms Marx's analysis. The only additional con-
clusion to be drawn is that different time-spans have to be articu-
lated with each other, if the concrete operation over time of the 
tendential law is to be fully grasped. 

The very operation of the law (its truth content37) has been 

35. See Ernest Mandel, Late Capitalism, London, 1975, Chapter 4; Ernest 
Mandel, The Long Waves of Capitalist Development, Cambridge, 1980. 

36. See below, pp. 363 and 372. 
37. This truth content cannot, of course, be defended by the absurd 

argument that the law manifests itself exclusively, or mainly, through its 
negation. This was the position adopted by several Soviet authors, before 
(unexpectedly for them) the 'second slump' broke out: e.g. S. L. Wygodski 
(Der gegenwartige Kapitalismus, Cologne, 1972, p. 232), who saw the law as 
being confirmed by a tendency towards a rising rate of profit! 



increasingly challenged during the last decades by a whole 
series of authors. This has partially been due to the fact that long-
term stepped-up economic growth after the Second World War 
seemed somehow incompatible - in Marxist terms themselves -
with a declining rate of profit. Hence the efforts of Gillman and 
others to discover new categories like 'realization expenses' 
(presumably to be deducted from surplus-value, which is thus 
reduced only to 'surplus-value appropriated by productive 
capital') or 'surplus', whose supposed growth would explain why 
the rate of profit as conceived by Marx stops falling, while it 
continues to fall if conceived otherwise.38 In the meantime, 
however, events since 1974-5 have caught up with this type of 
argument, showing that the law more than ever retains its force. 

More systematic have been the efforts of the neo-Ricardian 
school to challenge the law's validity, on both theoretical and 
empirical grounds. The main theoretical argument is the so-called 
Okishio theorem.39 As every capitalist will introduce machinery 
only if this increases his rate of profit, how can increased profits 
for every capitalist lead to a decrease in the rate of profit for 
capitalists taken together ? 

There are, however, two flaws in this reasoning. In the first 
place, it is not true that every capitalist will introduce new mach-
inery only if this increases his rate of profit. As Marx himself 
points out, this is certainly his voluntary inclination, but he may 
be forcedto introduce new machinery, in order to keep his market 
share or even to save his firm from bankruptcy, i.e. in order to cut 
his cost price under the pressure of competition, in spite of the 
effect this decision has upon his rate of profit. In fact, it would be 
much more correct to say that capitalists will hesitate to introduce 
new machinery which cuts the amount of profit; but then, the 
amount (mass) of profit and the rate of profit are two quite 
different categories. The former may go up while the latter goes 
down.40 

38. For example Joseph Gillman, The Falling Rate of Profit, London, 1957. 
Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy likewise counterpose a supposed tendency of the 
'surplus' to rise, to the tendency of the rate of profit to decline, which accord-
ing to these authors only applies in a 'competitive system': see Monopoly 
Capital, London, 1968, p; 80. 

39. Okishio,'Technical Changes', op. cit. 
40. Georgios Stamatis has drawn attention to the decisive difference 

between an increase in unit profit margins (i.e. the difference between cost 
price and sale price per unit produced) and the Marxist concept of the rate of 



In the second place, the argument shows an astonishing mis-
understanding of the very nature of the capitalist 'laws of motion* 
of which the tendency for the average rate of profit to fall is so 
outstanding an example. These laws operate independently from, 
and in spite of, conscious decisions by individual capitalist firms. 
In fact, they can be said to be the objective and unforeseen 
effects of conscious decisions by these firms. No capitalist knows 
in advance what the real result of his decision to buy new mach-
inery will be. Only when the commodities produced with the help 
of this new machinery have been sold, and several successive 
annual balance-sheets have been drawn up, will these results 
become known. It is, therefore, perfectly possible - indeed 
inevitable - that the purchase of more machinery by 'every 
capitalist' is intended to increase both his mass and his rate of 
profit, but that the final end-result of all these decisions will be 
a situation where the average rate of profit of all is actually re-
duced.41 

As for the main empirical argument put forward by the neo-
Ricardians, it states that the organic composition of capital is not 
rising at all over time but remaining more or less even. In other 
words, technical progress in the long run is neither essentially 
labour-saving nor essentially 'capital-saving', but neutral.42 The 
index of this alleged stability of the organic composition of capital 
is an alleged stability of the capital/output ratio over time.1 

Now the capital/output ratio is definitely not identical (or 

profit, in which the total value of fixed capital used to achieve this increase in 
profit margins has to be taken into account (op. cit., pp. 183 ff.). It is precisely 
the 'tragedy' for capital (expressed in the law of rising organic composition 
of capital) that the same capitalist methods of systematic mechanization, 
which lead to lower unit costs and rising unit profit margins, in the end result 
in an above-average increase in total fixed capital investment - which is one 
of the forces triggering off a rise in the organic composition of capital in a 
higher proportion than the rise in the rate of surplus-value, thereby causing 
the rate of profit to decline. Stamatis's book is amazingly schizophrenic. 
While the entire first part extols, in a painstaking and extremely detailed 
fashion, the relevance of Marx's theory of the tendency of the average rate of 
profit to fall, by a breathtaking salto mortale, the author then concludes that 
this very law no longer applies today, since capitalism no longer applies 
' specific capitalist methods of production'! 

41. Anwar Shaikh, 'Political Economy and Capitalism: Notes on Dobb's 
Theory of Crisis', Cambridge Journal of Economics, June 1978. 

42. In fact, Roy Harrod is the main source for the notion of so-called 
'neutral' technical progress. 




